
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Millennial health concerns, and the role mental health plays in their overall
approach to health management

•• The financial dichotomy of Millennials, prioritizing their budgets yet
struggling within a financially challenging time

•• Millennial tech attitudes, use and interest, including social media use and
perceptions

•• Market opportunities for travel providers with the Millennial consumer

Millennials have fully transitioned out of the “young adult” life stage and are
now more established in their careers, are buying houses, and having kids. Yet a
feeling of being “behind” in life persists. Many Millennials feel financially
insecure with high inflation contributing to increased financial stress. Rising
interest rates, lingering student loans, and diminished earning potential has
many Millennials feeling locked out of the housing market and pessimistic
toward their financial future; over half of Millennials plan on working as long as
possible for financial reasons.
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“Millennials are in a state of
flux and uncertainty as they
enter new life stages and
contend with financial
uncertainty following high
inflation. Brands must tailor
their marketing messages to
reflect Millennials’ current
challenges and future
aspirations for stability and
financial independence.”
- Caleb Bryant, Associate
Director of Food and Drink
Reports
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• Millennials’ are less financially comfortable than previous
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• Tech increases Millennials’ financial confidence
Figure 16: Financial service product examples
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• Millennials take charge of their health now to prepare for
the future
Figure 18: Interest in health management services, would use
this service and pay out-of-pocket for it, 2021
Figure 19: Reasons for using technology to manage/monitor
health, 2022
Figure 20: Health tracking device examples

• Millennials are traveling with convenience and luxury in
mind
Figure 21: Vacation destinations, by Millennials and parental
status, 2022
Figure 22: Luxury travel experiences in the past five months,
2022

• Disruptive food and drink brands connect with Millennials
through fun, nostalgia, and BFY claims
Figure 23: BFY food and drink product examples

• Older Millennials think practically, are target group for
premium-tier brands
Figure 24: Personality descriptors, 2023

• Luxury items help Black Millennials stand out from the
crowd
Figure 25: Personality descriptors, by race/ethnicity, 2023

• Older Millennials feel financially stretched and unable to
unplug from work
Figure 26: Trended millennial attitudes, any agree, 2019-23

COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

THE CONSUMER – FAST FACTS
MILLENNIAL PERSONALITY DESCRIPTORS

TRENDED MILLENNIAL ATTITUDES
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• Millennials question their long-term financial outlook after
years of uncertainty
Figure 27: Millennial attitudes, finance and careers, 2023

• Retirement feels elusive for many Millennials
Figure 28: Consumer financial attitudes, 2023

• Saving/investing apps can assuage Hispanic Millennials’
financial concerns
Figure 29: Consumer financial attitudes, by race/ethnicity,
2023

• Tech solutions can streamline Millennials’ budget planning
Figure 30: Budget monitoring, 2023
Figure 31: Budgeting in response to inflation, 2023

• Millennials value quality over pure price
Figure 32: Perceptions of value, 2023

• Private label/value-tier brands hit the mark among
Hispanic Millennials
Figure 33: Perceptions of value, by race/ethnicity, 2023

• Provide Millennials Unguilty food and drink experiences
Figure 34: Budgeting sacrifices: food and drink, 2023

• Millennials have a rosy outlook on AI; less knowledge of
metaverse
Figure 35: Millennial attitudes, technology, any agree, 2023

• Younger Millennials are quick to adopt cutting edge tech
Figure 36: Use and interest in tech, 2023

• TikTok is for fun, Instagram is for connection, YouTube is for
education, and Twitter is whatever
Figure 37: Perceptions of social media platforms, Gen Z and
Millennials, 2023
Figure 38: Perceptions of social media platforms, Gen Z and
Millennials, 2023

• TikTok is an emerging information source among Millennial
parents

MILLENNIAL FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

MILLENNIAL BUDGETING AND FINANCIAL RESPONSE TO
INFLATION

MILLENNIAL VALUE PERCEPTIONS

MILLENNIAL BUDGETING SACRIFICES: FOOD & DRINK

MILLENNIALS AND TECH

PERCEPTIONS OF SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS
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Figure 39: Perceptions of social media platforms, “a good
resource when I want to learn something”, Millennial parents,
2023

• Young Millennials face mental health concerns, Older
Millennials are looking to age healthfully
Figure 40: Health priorities, any rank, 2023

• Millennial parents require energy, looking for additional
“me” time
Figure 41: Health priorities, any rank, among parents, 2023

• Rural Millennials are target for weight-reduction products
Figure 42: Health priorities, any rank, by area, 2023

• Data sources
• Consumer survey data
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

MILLENNIAL HEALTH PRIORITIES

APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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